
Tips & Tricks for HP A3+ Professional Media

The Product What is it
structure 

(enlargement) Professional Photo Digital Fine Art Try this 

HP Professional Satin 
Photo Paper, A3+, 
Q8839A

A heavyweight paper with a 
professional satin finish that 
delivers impressive image 
quality, archival-quality fade 
resistance and exceptional 
durability None available

Detailed images
Landscapes
Formal portrait
Formal wedding
Color or black & white
Couture\high fashion
For limited edition prints

Showcase images at their finest 
with this durable, exhibition-
quality inkjet photo paper. 
Provides substantial weight, 
outstanding reflectivity and 
consistent gloss uniformity.
Ideal for professional and fine-
art photo exhibitions, portrait 
and wedding photographs, 
personal portfolios and high-
quality photographic prints. 

Great for portfolio 
book. Added weight 
and stiffness for an 
extra professional 
look

HP Hahnemühle 
Smooth Fine Art Paper, 
A3+, Q8728A

A professional, acid-free media 
with 100% cotton rag that is 
coated on one side and has a 
bright white smooth finish for 
rich colour and increased 
contrast

Detailed images
Great for black & white
Alternate to photo paper
Photo imagery
Landscapes
Formal portrait
Formal wedding                              
Underlines 3-dimensionality of the 
photo. Great for fine structures 
like hair or fur.

High quality prints. Enhances 
aesthetic expression of image 
by revealing the intricate details 
Exceptional blacks and contrast

Animal photos 
(include a thumbnail 
of the lion)

HP Hahnemühle 
Watercolor Paper, A3+, 
Q8729A

A high-quality, acid-free, mould-
made paper that delivers 
exceptional image quality and 
stability on a soft-textured 
surface made of 50% cotton rag

Best for images with less detail 
and that can be enhanced by the 
texture
Rich colors
Landscapes

Watercolor reproductions, 
chalkdrawings, drawings, 
Abstract art, Impressionism

Landscape images, 
especially water 
images look lovely

HP Aquarella Art Paper, 
A3+, Q8730A

Affordable mould-made paper 
with a naturally white matte 
finish and strong texture that 
delivers great results for rich, full-
color prints with true-to-life skin 
tones and superb contrast

Best for images with less detail or 
content that can be enhanced by 
the texture
Rich colors

Aquarella reproductions, 
chalkdrawings, drawings, 
Abstract art, Impressionism, 
Graphic art

Give your photos a 
new look with a 
texture that 
enhances abstract 
images, softens 
details, and a gives 
curvy feeling. Flower 
and art 
reproductions look 
stunning.

HP Artist Matte Canvas, 
A3+, Q8731A

A cotton-polyester blend, 
stretchable canvas featuring a 
special ink-receptive coating that 
protects the surface from 
cracking and is water-resistant 
when using HP Vivera inks

Rich colors or black & white, cloth 
textures

Fine Art, oil painting like,  
landscapes, Abstract Art

strech on wooden 
frame

When to use


